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90% Faster conversion of raw
data into Intelligence Accelerated
Decision Making @HP
HP: Moving to Real-time
Dashboards from Excel
based reporting
HP has tons of raw data about revenue and
returns from different branches. These then
feed into Excel for each quarter.
It normally takes 15+ days for offshore team
analyzes data and generates required reports
for each branch and then collective set.
It's not just causing time delay but also come
along with human errors.
Due to all reports supplied as Excel files, there is
no way to filter data across the year or filter
them for other metrics. On top of that, all data is
stored in Excel which makes them a high
security risk. These files are shared with all
decision makers and anyone can easily change
raw data which may affect other's decision.
Also, restricting visibility to few accounts is next
to the impossible task
Any configuration change like changing chart
range or chart type or pivot column requires
Excel expertise and needs to restore for other
users at end of analysis. There is no way each
user can have their customization due to a
single file.

Solution
AgileCube presented a detailed analysis to have a BI tool with a centralized database
with fully dynamic and customizable dashboard and reports along with user restriction
on data access. We are able to achieve client's expectation of having all dashboards
implemented with 100% data and format matching with Excel.

50+ Dashboard from different branch of HP

Customizable Chart Types

Create New Dashboards from Data with custom filters.

Generate Reports based on Historical Data for strategic planning and decision
making.
Options to change real-time metrics for quick decisions.

Sharing of dashboard and widget helps users to pass required items to their
managers or end customer
Send dashboard and widgets as a body of email or take print of them makes end
users life pretty smooth.
Android Application for Sales Team along with integrated with a geo-location API
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One Click access to
historical data has
helped them on
revolutionary strategic
planning.
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